Gaming
Cloververse is a new project built on a simple concept
that allows individuals to develop games using the
platform’s in-house game building tools.

The Cloververse platform will enable users to host games
inside a virtual gaming cafe in smaller land parcels
known as “pockets”. All game hosts will have the ability to
charge users an entry fee to access their gaming pocket,
where users can play various games. Each pocket will be
minted as an NFT, and on top of entry fees, hosts will
have the ability to rent, trade or re-sell the pocket as an
NFT.

Vision
Social Gaming Meets Passion
The primary goal is to target developers and builders to
create games within the virtual cafe where they can earn a
passive income by utilising Cloververse’s diverse network
of partners. This approach will ensure the Cloververse
virtual world stays active and provides players with endless
gaming, social and community-building opportunities.
Transforming vision into reality, the Cloververse team is
building an interactive virtual world that will allow users to
socialise and play games whilst winning prizes. Much like
regular gaming guilds, users will have varied features at
their disposal, including the ability to create and establish
their games throughout the expansive, virtual gaming cafe.
Users will also be able to buy, rent or sell their pockets once
their business is established and functional.
The unique NFT Collection, Alien Paraiahs, is the
underpinning core of the Cloververse eco-system. All NFT
holders will be eligible to enter the virtual gaming cafe to
play and build custom games. Holders will also earn a
designated income percentage based on a pro-rata rate of
the total game earnings of the Cloververse Gaming Cafe in
the form of "Clover", the unique Cloververse utility token
which will be airdropped to wallets.

The Masterplan

Concept and
development
A uniquely qualified
team of 10+
professionals
conceptualise the
Cloververse vision to
ensure a fundamentally
rewarding project is
born.

Launch of our NFT’s
Cloververse’s utility
NFTs, the Alien
Pariahs Collection
to Launch and
feature on newly
launched partner
platform, the LUXY
NFT Marketplace.

Cloververse will Airdrop
51% of the total "Clover"
token supply to Alien
Pariah NFT holders and
community members.

Players will have the
opportunity to buy
the first mini-games
built for the
Cloververse ecosystem as NFTs, which
they can place in the
virtual gaming cafe in
future.

Launch of the
Cloververse Virtual
Gaming Cafe MVP,
where players can
host and earn from
pre-built games.

Cloververse
The Gaming Revolution

Utility NFTs

Thousands
of users

51% Airdrop

Market
Huge Potential For Growth

22M

Global Crypto
Gaming Market

2.16T

Global Crypto
Market

Gaming Cafe Market

Solutions
Accessible Gaming Solutions
Accessible Gaming
The Cloververse Virtual Gaming world
will provide an accessible game building
tool to all users and the opportunity to
build custom games to test the
imagination. From card games to virtual
arcades, the possibilities are endless.

Social Gaming
The ability to create social connections
and establish empires in the form of
guilds for users to express themselves
while playing. With an advanced, built-in
chat system.

Breaking Barriers
Usually, only game developers can build
and gain profits from games. Cloververse
has put this unique ability in the hands
of all users!

Future-Proof
With the Cloververse vision in
development, the ecosystem will
ensure a comprehensive virtual
gaming environment,
incorporating fun, huge prizes
and social elements.

Partners
Key Stakeholders
Karus Starter

Crypto Beast

Partner
Airdrop Support
and marketing

Advisor BD Lead
Oversee all development
and operations

Dexxentralized
Owner
Oversee all
development and
operations

Ferrum Network
Partner
LP Provider and
Airdrop support

BlockDesk Ventures
Partner
Advisory, BizDev,
Community Airdrop and
marketing

Developer, Artist, Creator and Crypto
Fanatic
Dexxentralized is well known among elite
crypto circles for his involvement in some
of the most successful projects to storm the
cryptoverse in the past couple of years.
Described as a crypto fanatic, Dexx has
been living, breathing and loving crypto
since 2012.

The Founder

Boasting the creation of more than 50
successful projects, and a knack for
directing large teams.

DEXXENTRALIZED

Dexx is focusing on developing and
launching his new projects with a strong
vision of utility, drawing inspiration and
passion from his dedicated followers.
Dexx plans on delivering a unique user
experience that brings value and
entertainment and puts a new and exciting
spin on the metaverse as we know it.

Simplified

5%

LP rewards

5%

Liquidity
provision

51%

19%

20%

Airdrop

Marketing

Team and
advisors

51% of the total supply
will be airdropped to
the Alien Pariah NFT
holders and to
community members.

Where 99% have failed
we will not!

Cloververse is
implementing long-term

The vast majority of the

vesting for all team
members and advisors..
This will instill trust and
ensure stability of the
token. A commitment to
continuous
improvement and
development will ensure
project success.

Cloververse resources
will flow directly into
marketing which will
result in bigger prizes
and greater exposure
for the platform and for
the CLOVER token.

Chart
The Poly Lotto Structure

DEXXENTRALIZED
Owner

CRYPTO BEAST
Advisor & BD Lead

AWKS
Marketing Lead

CRYPTO SHARK
Advisor

BlockDesk Ventures
Partner

Kols & Youtubers

Community growth

BDV Community

Alternative marketing

PR

Business Dev
connections

Airdrops

Social media

Contact Us
Cloververse.io
https://twitter.com/clover_verse
https://discord.gg/3QyKUxyAGX

